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A LETTER FROM THE 
MOTHERS SUPERIOR

My Smutty Valentine is where we convene to embrace the infinite pleasures of the trans-
mogrified flesh. We come to swap our keys and recalibrate our cock rings. We come to 

moisten the windows of our metaphysical boudoir. We come to reactivate our Grindr pro-
files at the edge of Valhalla. We come dripping, in leather and lace. We come to bear the 

ripened fruits of our inner Pornotopias.

Our first My Smutty Valentine was the result of a few simple realizations: a) we were surrounded 
by talented writers and performers, who b) were all creating smut, and c) had no place to share it.

Of course many of us had already, sweetly and discreetly, been sharing our smut with each other; 
over email threads, collaborative Google Docs, and even small handwritten missives, scrawled in 
the backs of latrines or carved into the grain of a lover’s knot. Sometimes our smutty valentines 
were read aloud, quickly and blushingly, to a trusted confidante. 

But when it came to public platforms unabashedly celebrating smut of the queer variety, our 
options were limited; what platforms already existed seemed not to share our political or 
aesthetic concerns. We wanted our smut bountiful & blatant, anarchic & communal, 
anti-capitalist & anti-colonial, against stale precedents & metrics of respectability. We wanted 
smut which embraced the grotesque, and honored underground queer histories. We had no 
interest in being palatable or appealing to objectifying & reductive gazes.

And so My Smutty Valentine was born. In 2018, we swapped out the lights in Gia’s Crown 
Heights apartment for pink light bulbs, hung blue tinsel and a disco ball, set up a confession 
booth under a life-size crucifixion portrait, and gathered in a packed living room for a night of 
pure pleasure. Our astonishing first reading featured texts scoured from vampire fanfic sites, a 
wet and steamy electro-diva shower strip show, full anal penetration, and the stench of rotten 
bananas far-flung and fellated. We’ve only upped the ante since then.

Come sputtering loose poetry from every lubricated aperture.
Come embrace the libidinous expulsion of the chapped and the chastened.

Come for a flogging from your favorite governess.
Come... obviously.

Our second MSV in February 2019 took place at Secret Project Robot, only a month after 
SESTA/FOSTA was enacted into law. Our readings were always in defiance of censorship and 
respectability politics but, recognizing that the sex work community stood to be most 
detrimentally targeted by this dangerous law, we mobilized to turn our reading into a fundraiser 
for the Sex Workers Outreach Project. In the end, we were able to donate nearly $300 to 
SWOP-USA. In March 2020, we hosted our third MSV at Rubulad—just before pandemic, 
isolation, and revolt would redirect our lives—and raised over $500 for GLITS, a grassroots 
organization dedicated to supporting the LGBTQIA+ community on a global scale, founded by 
the inimitable Ceyenne Doroshow. We are also ecstatic to announce that donation receipts 

submitted in exchange for this yearbook total over $2000 and counting, going toward Ceyenne Doroshow’s 
visionary efforts to create sustainable housing, programming, and support for Black trans futures, particularly for 
Black trans individuals recently released from Rikers in the midst of this pandemic. 

My Smutty Valentine says FUCK YOU to romance—to the myopic, respectable, sanitized, state-sanctioned 
“romance” of cis heterocapitalism. It’s about love, yes, but it’s about the type of love unrecognized by Hallmark 
cards and promise rings; unrecognized by the biological family and W9 forms; unrecognized by trajectories of 
futurity, financial investment, and resource hoarding; unrecognized, often, even by ourselves. It’s about love, and 
the possibility of love attaching itself wildly and variously to neighbors, comrades, strangers, friends. It’s “I love 
you” as in fuck the police, and “roses” as in, give us our roses while we’re still here. It’s erotic like gonna 
make you jerk off to this in the bathroom stall, and it’s erotic as in Audre Lorde’s erotic as power. It’s about 
honoring the prevailing power of contact encounters, the agencies of all those we come in contact with, the affini-
ties that slip between the fingers of state-sanctioned recognition; that evade its suffocating grasp. As Samuel 
Delany writes, intimacy for most of us is a condition that endures, however often repeated and whether for 
minutes or for hours. 

O’ Come All Ye Unfaithful
Regal Representatives of Raunch.

Harbingers of Harlotry.
Emissaries of Eros.

Angels Against Abstinence.
Let us revel in the mesmeric fluid

Of Tomorrow.

We acknowledge for whom the consequences of publicly affiliating oneself with smut and overt sexuality can be 
particularly precarious. Queer and trans people have long suffered the burden and violence of being interpellated 
as oversexed, predatory; immoral. Non-white people encounter the racist legacies of colonialism and imperialism 
in their sexual lives. And we have seen this play out in who responds to our call for submissions. We’d like to make 
clear our commitment  trans, POC, and Black liberation, and to the global struggle for indigenous
 sovereignty.

We are committed to reparations and an ongoing, radical, meaningful redistribution of resources—of capital, 
time, effort, care—away from whiteness, colonialism, the state, and sources of inherited wealth, and instead toward 
Black liberation, toward Black trans joy, toward the pleasure and freedom of all those criminalized by the current 
world order. We are committed to continually evaluating and enacting how to manifest this, in the manifold forms 
it may take, at every turn. This has to be the centerfold framework through which we think, move, and world-build 
together. 

Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic and an enduring uprising, there is much that is both unique to this world histor-
ical moment and entirely not. The state abandons and punishes, while encouraging those proximate to whiteness 
and capital to retreat into individualism, reproducing abandonment. Instead, we yearn and strive toward a vision 
of wild love and radical attending to each other, even and perhaps especially as the terms and logistics of love and 
attending shift. We believe each gesture contains the possibility of enacting a world against this one. 

So here is one such gesture. We are so endlessly invigorated by and grateful for the community these readings have 
fostered, and which we feel so palpably on these lonesome nights. We are so proud to present this yearbook, its 
pages containing collected works from the poets and performers from our first three years of smut readings. 

Yours in ecstasy,
The Anchoress Syndicate
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@catsphotoshoot

the lyft drops me off at a row of nice looking brownstones near the brooklyn museum. its pretty dark like 
the residents complained the streetlamps were disturbing their precious bougouis sleep too much. i 
message “here” over the black and blue grindr chat. this guy with dirty blonde slicked back here comes 
down and lets me in & leads me right to his bedroom. its one of those “bed with walls” new york rooms 
but the bed was a king. he asks if i want seltzer. i wanted tequila but agree to the seltzer. pampelmousse. 
he reinforces what he said over the chat. so do i. he says “You’re Hot. Do You Want to Take Off Your 
Clothes.” i wanted him to rip them off of me to feel the momentum of collision & fucking i knew was 
possible. i think he was being polite or concerned after looking my summer tan defined muscles that i’d 
come out as a top. i’m not into binaries obviously. so i throw my tank top and denim shorts on the square 
of floor and he climbs on top of me to makeout. it’s wet and aggressive and better than the pleasantries. 
after a few minutes he says “I’d Like To Fuck You Now” to which I say. “Yes. Please Fuck Me” half 
heartedly conceding to his effort to dominate me. i’m dehydrated from the hours of drinking and he’s 
just using spit. i think it’s POLITE to use lube...he’s pressing me down into his soft soft king bed and 
i’m sinking into it edges of the room unstable the ceiling tilting above me or is it just that the ceiling 
fan is on i’m not sure but i’m grateful for that sip of seltzer when i first got here. fake princeton boy is 
grunting on top of me somewhat politely, insisting on some type of masculinity that i didn’t care to know 
about and not fucking me hard enough but throwing his entire weight onto me pushing me deeper into 
the king mattress. i said HARDER & he grunts more frequently but still does not fuck me any harder 
& the whole time his fluffly cat is just watches his failure. and i’m desperate for it but it’s not happening 
no matter how many times i ask & he really does think he’s fucking me harder so at some point i groan 
a bit my mouth is so dry i’m so thirsty where is that seltzer and he slows down, eventually pulls out & 
and says “Yeah” like freshman college students congratulate their roomate on their first ever blow job. i 
finally find the seltzer but it’s already empty and in an effort to not suggest extra minutes of me staying 
with princeton grindr boy i retrieve my clothes and adorn myself hastily. he says I Bet You’re Probably 
Busy Since You’re Visiting, But I’d Like To Do This Again If You Are Free. Um. Thanks. Yeah I Have 
A Pretty Full Schedule, But Maybe, i lie as i pull my docs on as i give up the sneaky search for my socks. 
i don’t even think he took his socks off while we fucked. so square. my feet begin to sweat while he shyly 
tries to delay my exit. Do You Want Another Seltzer? No Thanks, I Gotta Go, i said as him and his cat 
reluctantly watch my exit, out the apartment door, down the four story walk up out to the curb of the 
tree lined block, into the night.

Andrea Abi-Karam

CRUSH PORN: 
a cautionary tale 
about fake tops
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Grace Caiazza

On the 
Vernal Pool



I made a series of decisions which, after the fact, indicated to me that I had wanted to become radical. By this I mean to say 
that I wanted to be contemporary, and by this I mean that for the first time in my life I wanted to act with a precariousness 
that suited my youth. 

I feel it is important to say that I didn’t know I had wanted this until much later, after I had moved to the place where I 
currently live, near this large vernal pool. 
 
I fell in with a troupe of political young people. I took up several lovers, loving them both together and apart from one 
another. I found myself asking questions like, “What is gay utopia?” I wore a single gold stud. I protested the construction 
of a gravel shipping road through marshland. I lived vividly for several days sleeping in the houseboat of a circus performer 
named Tanya and eating hard drugs out of an acai breakfast bowl on a cold late spring beach. Inevitably, I shaved part of 
my head. 
 
The days were thick. At night, we all slept side by side. The floor of my apartment would be strewn with our various cos-
tumes. We were always returning from everywhere as other people. We were very poor but regularly let luxuries roll off of 
our shoulders. These luxuries served to heighten the play, both to give it material stakes and to assure us of the value of this 
kind of love. We desperately quantified everything. Quantifying created a complicated but patent eroticism; three bottles of 
wine, six hours, fourteen cans of paint. Every multitude was an expression of intent and seduction in its direct reference to 
our number, which was often three or four, but occasionally seven or eight. With every addition of an object or hour there 
was a new dare of desire: how deeply can we go? how deeply can we go together? It was a kind of commitment. 
 
There are certain objects that held our fascination, over which no one person could claim ownership or origination. Some 
of them sit on the bureau in my hallway. Some of these things hide in plain sight, such as an unopened carton of  black 
raspberry ice cream that I have taken with me from apartment to apartment. Anyone might open my freezer to see this 
ice cream, many have. I have been to the apartments of my former lovers and I see these same things, often in their closets 
or under their beds. I once found something in the street. These things are punishing objects and when I see them I feel 
shame. I feel shame for my indulgences, for my naiveté. But they also punish me with the twinge of joy they bring beneath 
it all. I feel fondness for my recklessness and, maybe, one day, if ever anyone asks, I might be able to say that I have done 
something unusual in my lifetime. 
 
Eventually, someone fell out of step and the others followed. We got lost in the layers of debts owed, repaid, and unnoticed. 
Communication was slow to break down and we became jaded and isolated. We mistook each other’s exclamations of eter-
nality as proof of our most unsteady hopes. This false evidence proved in retrospect to merely be the unchecked bravados 
of a group of people who predictably met together at night-time. 
 
There were was no consensus on a private, shared or intimate language to discuss or dismiss the situation. (There were 
a few attempts at code, and these felt uncomfortably childish.)  We were faced with a communion of attractions, which 
sometimes, having no recourse, lingered in the terms of friendship. When the language of friendship was inadequate, we 
found that the language of the political was the only appropriate container for such an amount of feeling. There is some 
love that is so large as to feel eternal, but this love felt so large as to be political. The sheer number of bodies, the felt other-
ness, and a required secrecy had been the basis for other politics, and we wished for a similar case. We hopelessly struggled 
for language that could distill a highly specific and complex network of memory, anticipation, and needs, while at the same 
time obfuscate enough to maintain the mystery of the attraction. Ultimately this way of talking proved highly dangerous in 
its demands for futurity. 
 
The end began as I lay with two of them in bed in the early morning. A thin collared shirt with light pink stripes was hang-
ing from the curtain rod and the light was passing through it, demanding contemplation.  I was delivered by its simplicity. I 
realized that, even asleep, my lovers would never alight so brightly, nor linger with such stillness. 
Yes, I’m still not quite sure why I’ve loved the people I loved. Maybe we didn’t have enough sex. We were such a fragile 
economy.

All this to say that since then I’ve become very interested in the natural habitat known as a vernal pool. A respectable and 
altogether more wholesome interest, I think, which I can say for certain comes from me, myself, alone. I can be saved from 
my emotions by singleminded obsession, and while this is absolutely a certain kind of illness for some people for me it is 

what constitutes perfect health. So it made sense to move to this house surrounded by plenty of objects of fascination.

To clue you in, the vernal pool is a natural phenomenon occurring in in forested areas that receive a particular amount of 
rainfall. If you saw a vernal pool you might mistake it for a small pond. It is very difficult for even trained scientists to diag-
nose what is and what is not a vernal pool, so if you are seeking official vernal pool designation for a specific site I suggest 
that you call an expert so that you can be certain. 

When I discovered the first vernal pool near my home, I immediately called an inspector. The man came to my home in 
a brown car. He said very few words and had a mustache. He bent over the vernal pool and stuck two of his fingers in. He 
then lay down flat on his stomach at the edge of the pool and leveled with the water. He took out a sort of monocle and 
peered for a while. I was watching at a cautious and precarious distance. He stood up and brushed the leaves from his 
broad, tight chest, walked over, and gave me a short nod. I’ve since stopped being interested in bodies entirely. 

During the time that they flourish, vernal pools teem with life; various plants and microorganisms, newts, frogs, shrimp, 
gordian worms that mate in knots, creatures that are born when they burst through the body of an insect that had acciden-
tally eaten it them as eggs. Amphibian breeding evidence includes frog chorus or amplexing pairs, congressing salaman-
ders, salamander spermatophores, egg masses, larvae, or transforming juveniles. Very slimy. Also, with all of this activity, 
very crowded. It is almost certain within the environment of the vernal pool that the species that flock to it, swollen with 
eggs and desperate for wet respite, will be so in need of home that they choose the nearest one. Species in vernal pools are 
often unknowing predators of one another. They sometimes end up having to eat their young to survive. These are expected 
cruelties— and in a way very generous. Better to be eaten by your own kind.
 
In the late spring the amphibians that have endured and survived life in the vernal pool migrate to the sea. I have always 
found cyclical land migration on the ground so much more beautiful that that of birds. I prefer lizards and crabs, which 
drag their bodies through the dirt. The ease of the air is not pitiable to me, so I find it difficult to love. It is rare for a bird to 
die in mid-air.  However I did once find a dead bird, large, like a turkey or goose, half submerged in a vernal pool. Above 
the surface were the picked clean and dry bones of its ribcage, architectural. Below the water, perfectly preserved, were the 
bird’s wings, suspended and splayed, still half-flown. 
 
Vernal pools are necessarily temporary. They may form regularly in one location for years, but it is wholly unreliable in 
many cases if it will ever form in the same place the following year. To explain the process of how a vernal pool disappears, 
I’d like to relate a little anecdote. 
 
What happens is that in the end of spring, toward the beginning of summer, the vernal pool begins to heat up. This is when 
the migration begins for some species. For other species, the water very quickly gets too hot and they die. Using a very 
precise thermometer last year I began to measure the temperature rise in my vernal pool. I recorded the temperatures in a 
book, and calmly and without much remorse noted the species that had boiled over. I was also keeping track of days. Then, 
at a certain temperature that, again, I scrupulously recorded, the pool got so hot that it began to shrink, leaving the few 
species that remained very literally in the dust. 
 
This year, really only a few days ago, I went out into the night on the night it would happen. It was very hot, even though I 
was in total darkness. I found my pool and I laid down in it, what remained. I let the dirty water soak up into the fabric of 
my shirt and cling to my back. I fell asleep there amongst the tadpoles, some still squirming, burrowing into the mud, still 
slick. By morning, I had dried out and I lay there baking in the sun.
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Gia Gonzales
Stills From An Abandoned Tumblr GIF Poem
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Alaina Wibberly 
Cummunion



Only rarely the right strawberry
   ripe enough and full of sugar
makes me open my mouth for more.
   Low roar I rely on, then, desire.
Men with shameless summer legs,
   intensely bare when the face
is covered, promenade along
   the parks and avenues. I saw
today a curly head in sunshine
   nod to the neighborhood stereo,
& a swishing ass the traffic should
   have stopped for. How I missed
a stranger’s hand. A shoulder
   to sink under, warm, unknown
except by a common longing. Later,
   I found the shy garden: long grass,
zinnias and willows. Wouldn’t you
   like that? Towards evening, full
of gasps and murmuring, long heat
   sweetening the cool.

liam O’brien
Wouldn’t You Like That?

Josue Chavez



Luke O’Halloran
“I wish I knew 
what would 
happen next”



Erotics of B-nessErotics of B-ness
by Tiana Reidby Tiana Reid

People say “my blackness” as ifPeople say “my blackness” as if
one could possess what is ours, ownone could possess what is ours, own
a wild relationality, an excess militancy thata wild relationality, an excess militancy that
sweeps any idea of an ussweeps any idea of an us
under.under.

I get it: you haveI get it: you have
property! property! 

Worse: you get off on the Worse: you get off on the 
idea of property.idea of property.

Let it go. lose it. Give it all away.Let it go. lose it. Give it all away.

a gift is listed on tax returns and hovering overa gift is listed on tax returns and hovering over
existence is everythingexistence is everything
we heldwe held
The relation between blackness and black peopleThe relation between blackness and black people
Like sly and the family stone’s everydayness.Like sly and the family stone’s everydayness.

What if we stayed at the edge?What if we stayed at the edge?
What if the onto-epistemologicalWhat if the onto-epistemological
…jusT…jusT
meltedmelted
away?away?

I dunno but bruh,I dunno but bruh,
i’m really achingi’m really aching
with these lilwith these lil
academic-entrepreneurs academic-entrepreneurs 
in my face.in my face.
but I’m no better because I bystandbut I’m no better because I bystand
and worse, i let people profitand worse, i let people profit
from that unrecognizable fiber that isfrom that unrecognizable fiber that is
also known as my psychocommunal life. also known as my psychocommunal life. 



Tal Eshel + Stevie Knauss
“BLOW HOLE”





Dear Furball,
 It’s been so long since I’ve seen you last that I don’t really know what to say. 
The last time I saw you I was imagining our lives together and I was thinking about 
our wedding. I made a list of the people we would invite: all of our best friends. I in-
vited the jungle cat that I once loved, I invited the wild cat that you once loved, and I 
invited the main coon cat who birthed us. The last time I saw you we were on our way 
to be wed.
 
 I’m sorry that I ate you that time long ago, but as we lay in the berry patch 
I felt myself falling into a familiar doze. That doze became a deep nap, and when I 
woke up, you had licked me so hard that I no longer had any fur. The fur had been 
scathed off of my body, and instead it was resting on your long tongue. Furball, I miss 
you terribly, but honestly I had to do it, I had to. It wasn’t fair that you took my fur 
away from me, but I suppose you didn’t deserve to be buried in my ass like that. I miss 
you. I killed you and I hate myself for it. But What is a Wild Cat like Kitty supposed 
to do when her beloved Furball tries to eat her? I love you so much. I love you so 
much that it hurts when I think about you, and it hurts even more when I don’t think 
about you. The only time I feel happy is when you are inside of me. I can feel my 
organs pulsing around your fur as you move through my body. This time, it was my 
fur on top of your fur on top of my fur on top of your fur. It felt like sandpaper. It felt 
like golden glittering sandpaper hugging my empty organs, my empty insides. 

I’m thinking about our wedding. You would wear a white crown and I would wear 
a golden cummerbund, and we would be wed at # 27 Fourth avenue. Twenty seven 
plus fourteen hundred would equal the degrees at which our love revolves around the 
sun, and I would make the announcement:
I AM KITTY CAT AND I LOVE FURBALL. I LOVE FURBALL TO THE 
END OF THE EARTH, AND I WILL NEVER BE APART FROM IT. FUR-
BALL SURROUNDED ME WHEN I NEEDED IT, AND BIRTHED HER-
SELF WHEN SHE NEEDED IT. NOW WE ARE TO BE WED. WE ARE TO 
BE WED FIVE THOUSAND TIMES, AND THIS IS THE FIRST OF MANY 
CELEBRATIONS.

 Gradually, Furball would rise. The dust that constantly billows around her 
would settle, and she would be held within my left nostril. I like to hold her there be-
cause when she is there, I know that we are meant to be together in unity. The empty 
space in my right nostril calls me home, and Furball resting in my left nostril keeps 
me pushing onward. 

But all of that is gone forever, because I killed Furball. I swallowed her, I gulped her 
down, and now she is not only resting within me. Not only does she rest within me, 
but she is a part of me, forever.

Furball, do you see that this will never end? Now you are a ghost of a Furball, which 
means that you are more yourself than ever. Who are you? You haunt me every day. 
You are Furball. My one, my only Furball. I love you.

Love, 
Kitty

Dear Kitty,
 
I love you. I love you. I love you. 

Two years ago it was your birthday party. It was a lovely party. It was the best party 
I ever saw. I watched you the whole time, and as I watched, my stomach grew hot-
ter and hotter.

When I went to sleep after the party ended, I dreamed of you that night. I dreamed 
that you were licking me. You were licking all over my body. 

Normally, I’m just a regular Kitty Cat. But I woke up that morning, you had 
scathed the fur off of my body. You had tried to eat me up. You tried to kill me. 
…I love you. 

I miss you and its not fair. You took my fur … and you took my love. My fur is there. 
Do you see it, Kitty? Sitting there still on your long long long long tongue. You 
can see it if you just look. Its right there… its almost choking you to death. Careful, 
Kitty. 

So now, I’ll eat you. I’ll eat you like the chicken and broccoli I cooked for you that 
time, I’ll eat you like the cookies that you bring to me in the mornings, and I’ll eat 
you like the little Kitty that you are. Goodbye Kitty. I love you. I love you. I love 
you. I love you. 

Love,
Furball

Vita Taurke 





BRATTI 
LUPONE



Choral impossibility sang. No appointment available. Agential recollection in dialogue with but 
not of calendric timeline. Sidestep keep side stepping. When the artifice reveals itself as such 
lines drawn in the sand and pulled taught, dissolve. A belief steeped deeply into the very fabric 
of all relations. Can you feel? That enough. Rooms without property or rent, intimacies free from 
the cost benefit tax break analytic of inherited forms. I wake up hungry for things without 
possible satiation. This is how I like it. 

Redistribute the fruits of desire. A kind of giving that reduces nothing, that is not exchange. 
There are certain states of being where I will put anything, absolutely anything in my mouth and 
rarely do I glint with spotlight.   

Wherein the unornery ornament 
Lapdog pant, eyes beg. 

Swam wet and in ecstasy I who so rarely moves unperturbed in and by pleasure unfix the sign it 
will remain misaligned til I identify with how we treat each other in both presence and absence, 
quart spilled, languid seep, I mostly move too fast so sitting still gives me an elation  

Don my unproductive garb. 
Luxuriate in detritus home 

There are visions of future that flash on.  
There are visions of future that pulverize my guts 
There are visions of future that are visions of past with names and specifics 
rearranged though nearly barely at all.  

What I’m getting at… 

Can’t get at when the the of tomorrow promises against its difference 

Is this a crisis in lack of imagination. 
Is this a trembling hand. 
Is this the glimmering shake of arranging ourselves otherwise. 

Codes formed from intimacy and codes to conceal it. Here is what we share. Dirty sheets and 
an impeccable clean floor. Paralleled reactions to different situations in different places.  

Small plans upheaval  
power drilled asshole  
tempoed wherewithal overdrawn 
havoc crawl 

Full-on freak-shit 

In this suspended place  
that refuses resolve, or 
refuses the illusion of resolve. 

Struggle to write about continuing when the demand is beyond what units of time contain.  

Continually being failed begin  
to think about ways to press  

forward rather than press back. 

BECCA TEICH
Dissolution Wherewithal



Ian Faden
The Tale of a Greedy 
Capitalist Pig And 
Cottonball, His 

Unlikely Pipe-Toting 
Foil



NICOLA DOUGLAS



NICOLA DOUGLAS



oneiric solitude 

two hearts maybe more 
today’s a half day hidden 

between two Gregorian dates 
on a flat surface 

ours beholden to you 
my hands your thighs our  

erect like Papaver somniferum  
swollen opium sacs in the sun 

fills me my oneiric eye  
into the past a twitch  

a little drop of precum a 
twist of the torso to suck 

flesh cock beside the inner  
of my cheeks rub your  

most sensitive tip looks like  
mushroom tastes like how I remember 

interstitial moments are a flash of 
DMT they say, the same  

chemical releases in my brain 
upon death or dreams or 

when we were fucking 
in my bed sideways or 

maybe it was when I was 
on top & I wanted to 

change forms. A couplet now 
not these stupid stanzas serum’d 

the flaw the flake of being alone again 
the facts of attraction are riddled with paths 

untaken; my sleeping visions drenched in fluid motions 
sweating in remembrance of your vacant finger tips 

the lies I tell myself in waking life to cajole the 
rooster’s pallette, strips of bacon fat split yolks oops 

another mistake, another empty chalice to sip 
this morning’s tea through gaps in my teeth 

I marked my own thoughts in [digital] ink to obviate the fantasy 
of a man beside me in bed every night, you a mere 

RY DUNN 
oneiric solitude

subject written in mystery, a language fraught with  
articulating the divine, an outline of a body in sheets 

incipient sight my eyes adjusts to the odor of a new 
  day, feeling prurient, farouche in the afterglow  







GIRL WORK
Most of them tell me I’m pretty. The first man
grabs me rough but fucks like he’s afraid
of something breaking. Another has
a patchy beard and says how special
and underappreciated I am. It must just kill
you, he says. The one on Tinder asks
if I have a working cock. The ones under
the bridge in undergrad just tell me
to suck them off and rub their crotches
as they say so. The one with muttonchops
was obnoxious, but his friends were cute.
I’m pretty sure at least three of them
are girls now. I pass out when the one with
the greying beard is inside of me,
but he holds me afterward, which is chill.
Another one insists on fucking only to the
Greatest Hits of Tom Petty. Isn’t there anything
else you can put on, I ask, as he cums into
a sock. The turtleneck one is super
excited to show off his top surgery, and
whimpers during orgasm. The one with
the weird goatee cries before he comes,
I still regret not asking why. He smells
like lavender, and had a guest bathrobe
the color of sunlight. Now it’s winter. Now it’s
summer. Now it’s summer again. The one
from okcupid only wants me
for a threesome with his girlfriend, but I
still say maybe. I don’t know what
I want, but have I ever? The car roof is down
and my partner’s driving, stereo playing
Tom Petty— Full Moon Fever. We’re both
in sundresses and Tom is singing,
I-I-I-I’m depending on you. The one
I met for drinks takes me back to his place
and then sits on his futon for hours. A breeze
stirs the car. My partner is good to me. 
The weather is in the eighties. 
She brushes the hair from my face,
and lets me stop for water when I need it. 
I am only doing this because I want to. 
Your lips taste like peppermint.

Zef Lisowski
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The Anchoress Syndicate would like to say a special thank you to Valedictorian Coverboy 
Josue Chavez for his enduring support, to the employees of Rubulad and Secret Project 
Robot for hosting us, and especially to our outstanding Master of Ceremonies, former An-
choress, and eternal flame, the once and future Love Doctor Myra Al-Rahim. Infinite grat-
itude and millions of sloppy kisses to Grace Caiazza for the depth of care she radiated while 
assembling this yearbook! 

The Anchoress Syndicate was conceived in 2017 by Myra Al-Rahim, Gia Gonzales, John 
Istona, and Becca Teich, in the now-defunct Bavarian Bierhaus.
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